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COMMENTS  on 

 

OECD PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

DRAFT FOR PUBLIC COMMENT – NOVEMBER 2014 

 

 

 

 

The  new  version  of OECD  CG  Principles/2014/  confirms  the positive results  of the 

implementation  of  OECD CG Principles/ 2004/.    Modifications  and  the draft   texts   take 

into account  crisis and post crisis  developments.     Herewith  I would like  to share my  

views and proposals  on the text/texts   under  review: 

 

A. General comments 

1. The Principles/2014/  reflect  the new realities, however  an  attention is paid to some 

old problematic  fields  of CG-  Related  Party  Transactions;   engagement  of      

institutional  investors etc.  

2. The proposed  format  is not limited   only to OECD members.  It addresses  CG  

issues in non  OECD   countries.    Various  examples   would enable the future users  

to contextualize  in  a more efficient way  the implementation  of   the Principles 

2014.  

3. Irrespective  the positive  role  of the examples   I think  that  some   of the 

examples/extracted  from  CG  practice  in developed economies/ do not  send  clear 

and easy  to be  decoded  message.  PARA  44  refers/last sentence/  to “” so- called 

stewardship codes” The reference per se is excellent.  The concept  behind 

stewardship  is  associated  with  long term engagement of the institutional investors. .  

I think  that  the translation  of ” “stewardship” in different   languages  will be  a 

difficult task.    It is well  known that   the stewardship concept is  an   Anlgo-Saxon  

concept -a concept that  corresponds to    specific economic and cultural traditions . It  

is noteworthy    to   point out   that  in the proposal  for  EU  Shareholders  Rights  

Directive/ the  concept  of stewardship   is embedded.  The term is    “” shareholders 

engagement””. Clear  and  globally  understood   terms and definitions will add value 

to  the  mission of Principles/ 2014/. 
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B.  Comments   on some issues in the Principles   

  

 

1. Irrespective  of   the  proposal   of a new Principle  III  about   institutional  investors   

and clear  Guidelines  how the  participants in investment chain   have to  contribute   

to  efficient   CG ,  there  is  no  clear  message  about   the long term engagement  of 

the institutional investors.   The understanding about  long term engagement of the 

institutional   investor  is a “”  default  understanding .  “”   

.  

2. In various   parts  of the  Draft document /PARA   72, / the  texts  read that company  

has to disclose  ESG information   and the company  has to establish compliance  

programme   that  relates     to………    “” international  agreements such as those 

covering securities, competition, taxation, human rights, and work and safety 

conditions.”/PARA   144/.       The above  texts deal  with some of the  topical  issues  

of the  global  economy:  sustainable  development   and some  problems  that  are  

highlighted  within  the global  supply  chains.     Irrespective   the Principles/2014/   

target  various issues that are  related  to  the   policy  of  a  company  towards   Global 

Supply Chain there is no  clear message in this regard.    I would like to  recommend  

to the  authors  of  the Draft  text   to  consider  the possibility   to  include  a  

proposal  for   a CG policy   that  complies not  only with  the stakeholders , but  with 

the partners, supplier  in the    Global  Supply Chains. 

Some  arguments:    Global Supply Chains  feature   current   business  trends.    In   

some publications  international institutions/OECD, WTO,UNCTAD/  
1

 express   

concerns  about  the gaps in  regulation and governing  of   Global Supply 

Chains/Global  Value  Chains .   Events  such as the  tragedy  in Rana plaza/ 2013 

Bangladesh/  shed lights  on  drawbacks in  CG :     lack  of   policy towards  the 

supply chain as a system.  CG  principles-2004   and 2014   focus  on recognition of  

the rights of  the stakeholders incl.  suppliers.     

It  is noteworthy to point out that  we have  Global  Compact  , CRS, Shared  Value  , 

GRI-G4.   Pieces exist. The System  lacks.  As  mentioned  companies  are offered  

different  initiatives in terms of GSCs/GVCs  and sustainable development.  

Provided  in the Principle  on Stakeholders  a  clear message on Global  Supply chain  

policy    will be added it would  contribute  to the sustainability  policy  of the 

companies and the governance of the multistage relationships within GSCs/GVCs.  

3. The implementation  of  CG principles  in  various  jurisdictions  reveal  problems 

with  proper  understanding  about   the  status quo  of “”  independent   board 

members and non –executives””.  The Draft  does not offer  clear  understanding 

about independent and non- executive board members .  PARA  124  and 125  shed 

lights on the practice in various jurisdictions  and  the  text  1/betweenPARA125  and 

                                                           
1
   GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS: CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY 

OECD, WTO and World Bank Group Report prepared for submission to the G20 Trade Ministers Meeting 
Sydney, Australia, 19 July 2014;  WIR  2013 etc 
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126 /    is about  non- executive board members.  The Principles 2014 have  to offer to 

the  regulators and   business community in  emerging market  economies, in 

economies in transition   clear understanding about   these two categories .   Otherwise   

an important  principle  of    CG  will  be  undervalued or will be implemented not 

accordingly.  

 However   it goes  about    the   OECD   CG Principles   2004   I think  that a  text   in 

the   White   Paper on Corporate Governance in South East Europe, OECD 2003  

offers  a clear   and non- formal  understanding  about  the essence of  the 

independence..
2
  

4. Congratulation  for PARA  129.. Excellent and diplomatic suggestion:””... This might 

include that board members acquire appropriate skills upon appointment, and 

thereafter remain abreast of relevant new laws, regulations, and changing commercial 

and other risks through in-house training and external courses. “””   One of the  

problems that one faces  in some jurisdictions  is  the   reluctance of board members   

to  upgrade their  knowledge  and improve their professional  competence  in the field 

of    CG.  Irrespective   that   this is  only  a  recommendation   it  adds   value to good  

corporate governance practice.   

  

 

Bistra  Boeva, prof.dr.sc,  University  for  National and World Economy    Sofia; Bulgaria 

Forum  for  Corporate Governance , Sofia  Bulgaria 

email  address  bboeva@ gmail.com 
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 White Paper  on Corporate  Governance in South East  Europe, OECD 2003,  para 254, 255 
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